
THE ROYAL NAVY TODAY: REALITY, ASPIRATION OR PRETENCE?

HMS AMBUSH HEADS FOR HOMEIN THE GARELOCH: From an original water colour©.

This paper is produced against the background of an ever increasingly uncertain
world, a far cry from the utopia dreamed of after the collapse of the Berlin Wall, and
the ending of the Cold War. Western democracies, quick to take advantage of what
was termed the “peace dividend” and reduce defence spending accordingly, are now
faced over twenty years later with a Chinese People’s Liberation Army [Navy] intent
on acquiring a blue water fleet of 500  vessels, thereby threatening stability in the Far
East, a Russian president intent on projecting his country’s interest as he sees it and
thereby establishing a dominant presence in the Eastern Mediterranean and Middle
East, whilst openly threatening NATO member states in the Baltic. This is coupled
with the ever-present threat of terrorism in Europe and the United States, the
instability in the Middle East and Gulf, and the increase of cyber warfare and the
hacking of Western defence systems by highly competent and sophisticated
enemies.

Resulting from this, these Western nations find themselves in disarray, having been
poorly served by recent political leaders, many of whom have simply not paid
enough attention to, nor fully understood, events which have taken place around
them. Indeed, through ill-thought-out and naïve reaction to events [Libya is a prime
example], these leaders have in almost all recent instances made matters worse.

The Ministry of Defence [MoD], the Secretary of State and senior serving officers
have heralded 2017 as “The Year of the Navy”. Recently in an open letter, the First
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Sea Lord, Admiral Sir Philip Jones, stated that “Sadly the world is less certain and
less safe. But our sense of responsibility has not changed: The Royal Navy may be
smaller than in the past but has a strong future so this is no time to talk the Navy
down.” In a similar optimistic vein, speaking in Portsmouth in November last year,
the Defence Secretary, Sir Michael Fallon said in his speech; “Queen Elizabeth and
Prince of Wales will lead our powerful and growing Royal Navy and reflect that, in a
dangerous world, Britain is stepping up.” 

However, the question is thus: Is the Navy really growing? There is precious little
evidence to support this. The active fleet will this year be without two ships, a frigate
and a destroyer for all 20171 and the contraction continues with the withdrawal of
HMS Torbay ship submersible nuclear [SSN] this year, and the Forward Support
Ship RFA Diligence [2016] and HMS Ocean [2018], the last two without replacement.
In reality, it will be in the 2030s before the Navy might start to grow, and this is
assuming at least two incoming governments honour current plans. John Hudson,
Managing Director of BAES [the surface ship division], when commenting on the
contract for two further OPVs for delivery in 2019 said that “[this would be] protecting
jobs on the Clyde before the start of the Type 26 programme gets fully underway.”
This effectively delays construction of the Type 26 by a further two years,
irrespective of what spin is put on the situation.  

No doubt Ministry of Defence (MoD) press releases will continue to stress the size
and importance of the United Kingdom defence budget, without addressing whether
it is (a) adequate for the defence of the realm, and (b) whether the services are
getting value for money. The usual tired mantra will of course continue to be trotted
out thus: “Britain’s defence budget is the biggest in Europe and it is growing every
year, we are investing £178 billion as the UK steps up globally. We are focused on
maintaining an affordable programme and getting the best value for the taxpayer to
deliver the cutting-edge kit our Armed Forces need to keep Britain safe.”

Finally, it is worth mentioning that the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation (NATO) 2%
defence pledge is not mentioned. Although the United Kingdom meets this figure, the
Commons Defence Committee made two important observations in its recent report:
that meeting the minimum [2%] does not mean that defence is adequately
resourced, and, perhaps more tellingly, that the NATO minimum would not have
been fulfilled in 2015/16 if UK accounting practices had not been modified.2

  
REALITY AND HOW DID THE ROYAL NAVY ARRIVE HERE. To understand the
current situation, we must return to the defence review carried out by government in
1998 [Special Defence Review 98 (SDR98). 

DEFENCE REVIEW: SDR98. The Labour administration, elected in 1997, spent
fourteen months carrying out the review, which was to set the background to UK
defence requirements in line with the administration’s foreign policy, post-Cold War.
The result of these extensive consultations and deliberations was presented to the
House of Commons on 8 July 1998 as SDR98. The Government recognised that
with the collapse of the Warsaw Pact, it meant that there was no longer a direct
threat to the UK homeland. However, it also acknowledged that the world was an

1 HM Ships Dauntless [type 45] and Lancaster [type 23] are expected to commence refits at the end 
of 2017, and the summer of 2018 respectively. The frigate’s refit, which will include replacing Sea 
Wolf with Sea Ceptor is expected to take about 20 months. 
2 This comment refers to the fact that intelligence funding, war pensions and MoD civilian pensions 
are now included in the defence budget.  
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increasingly unstable and unpredictable place where indirect threats to the UK and
her interests persist. It also recognised that these threats could and might arise in
many areas around the globe. To this end, the review accepted that such a scenario
made for a requirement for more mobile, responsive and flexible armed forces. The
result was a major shift towards expeditionary armed forces, involving the rapid
deployment of sustainable military force often over long distances. 

Given this change in emphasis, it was planned to purchase two new large aircraft
carriers and establish structures to support new Joint Rapid Reaction Forces [JRRF],
representing the most potent symbols of this new policy. Thus, the Royal Navy was
to change from its “open ocean” strategy the focus of which was in the North Atlantic
to one of force protection and coastal/littoral operations. These large carriers would
replace the three Invincible class ships, which were in fact designed originally for
anti-submarine operations, with a small number of fixed wing aircraft embarked for
the protection of the ship. The large carriers were envisaged to be of circa 40,000
tons, embarking “about fifty” aircraft, both fixed and rotary wing, with an ISD [in
service date] for ship number one of 2012. The MoD was, apparently, studying the
following aircraft possibilities: marinized version of the Eurofighter [Typhoon], an up-
graded Harrier, or existing American or French carrier borne aircraft.

The modernisation [landing platform helicopter (LPH), HMS Ocean had just been
accepted into service] of the UK Amphibious Squadron would continue by
constructing two Landing Platform Docks [LPDs], acquiring four roll-on/roll-off
(RoRo) container ships to supplement Sea Crusader and Sea Chieftain, already on
charter to MoD, and ordering two replacement Logistic Landing Ships (LSL) in lieu of
the existing unmodernised LSLs run by the Royal Fleet Auxiliary (RFA).
Subsequently this became an order for 5, reduced to 4 LSD [Auxiliary] (LSD(A))
vessels of the Bay class, manned by the RFA. It was also proposed to acquire 2 fast
fleet oliers [the Wave class] and a 200-bed hospital ship, with provision made for a
second.

The demise of the Soviet Union indicated that the threat in the North Atlantic had
diminished. Therefore, it was decided to pay off five Type 22 frigates [dedicated anti-
submarine warfare (ASW) ships] and one Type 42 air defence (AD) destroyer, and to
only acquire 44 ASW Merlin helicopters. Three Type 23 frigates would enter service;
however, the frigate/destroyer force would in fact reduce to 32 hulls.3 The MoD
remained, at that time, committed to the European [Italy, France and UK] “Project
Horizon” AD destroyer, and a future escort was planned to replace the Type 23. This
confirmed plans first proposed in 1994 by the then Conservative administration. In
the case of submarines: The SSN only fleet was to reduce from 12 to 10, all planned
to be fitted with the Tomahawk land attack missile [TLAM]. Two further Astute class
SSNs would be ordered after 2000, joining three already ordered, entering service
from 2005 onwards.

In the case of Mine Countermeasures vessels (MCMV): as with ASW where the
perceived reduction in threat was directly responsible for the loss of five ASW
frigates and two SSNs, mining was seen as a declining threat in home waters, and it
was assessed that the threat from deep moored mines in territorial waters was
negligible4. Thus, heralded the demise of the Royal Naval Reserve (RNR) River
class Extra Deep Armed Team Sweepers [EDATS], and the reduction of Hunt and

3 y32 FF/DD: the number oft quoted now by Admiral Lord West.
4 In this context, no one has ever been able to explain what became of the vast inventory of Soviet 
era moored mines, some of considerable sophistication.
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Sandown class MCMVs to 22, rather than the planned for 25. It was decided to
retain the Fishery Protection Squadron [7 Island class offshore patrol vessels (OPV)]
but reduced by one hull because of a decision taken by the Scottish Fishery
Protection Agency that they no longer required a dedicated RN presence.5 The
disposal of the River class had a fundamental effect upon the RNR, closing as it did
all the sea-going Divisions, thus removing the opportunity to go to sea and also the
specialisation in mine-sweeping, particularly DATS and EDATS, which were the
province of the reserve. The RNR has never fully recovered from this, thus depriving
the regular service of well trained personnel, who could easily adapt to other sea-
going roles. 

STRATEGIC DEFENCE AND SECURITY REVIEW 2010 (SDSR2010). SDSR 2010
was published by the Coalition Administration in October 2010. It has proved to have
been hastily produced and ill thought out, the intention being simply to save money,
and its effects continue to be felt to this day. It is now generally accepted that it was
nothing more than a budget driven device to cut costs by slowing programmes,
introducing “capability holidays” and disposing of assets. It is a matter of public
record that the contention of Government at the time was that: “Britain faced no
immediate threat to its security or national interests.” Confusion also reigned
because of comments such as…“We require to maintain a national sovereign
capability to build [for example, submarines] because we do not know who our allies
might be,” to be countered by such remarks as…“We will never fight a war again
without the help of our allies.” Really? If we are to rely upon them, we ought to know
who our allies are?

From a naval perspective, the best that can be said about the outcome for the RN is
that it could have very easily been worse. That said, it would be hard to disguise the
inconsistency and incoherence of the hastily driven treasury inspired policy with
which the navy has struggled. In January 2010, the then First Sea Lord (1SL),
Admiral Stanhope, was involved in talks with his United States Navy (USN)
counterpart regarding the regeneration of carrier strike and the exchange of British
pilots to train in USN aircraft carriers (CVN). It had also been planned [commencing
in 2009] to regenerate carrier strike operations from HMS Ark Royal, to allow Harrier
pilots to gain currency in night and day operations from the ship. However, these
plans failed when HMS Ark Royal and her support ship RFA Fort George were
decommissioned, and Joint Force Harrier was disbanded. In addition, frigate
numbers were reduced by four with the immediate withdrawal of the Type 22
frigates, one of which had just completed an extensive refit. Amphibious lift capacity
was cut with the sale of one LSD[A], RFA Largs Bay, to Australia, and crucial to the
navy, the Royal Air Force (RAF) was to abandon its long range maritime patrol
aircraft (LRMPA), Nimrod MRA 4, with the aircraft being scrapped, as opposed to
going into dry storage. In addition, over 5,000 naval personnel were to be made
redundant, it being planned to reduce numbers to circa 29,500 by 2015. The review
committed to continue the construction of both carriers, albeit, at the time, the future
of the second was far from clear. It would not be until 2014 that the then Prime
Minister, David Cameron, confirmed that the second ship would be retained.
Submarine numbers were to remain at seven [the sometime talked about eighth boat
never became a reality, despite opportunities presenting themselves for her
construction]. Considering recent events reported in the press [February 2017], an
eighth boat would be invaluable, as the 'T' class boats struggle on well beyond their
planned retirement. Fleet support lost a further tanker, there appearing to be no

5 The Scottish Department of Agriculture and Fisheries had 4 modern OPVs of their own at the time.
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consideration of the logistics of surface ship support should the need suddenly arise.
This same lack of foresight to maintain a heavy lift capability saw the disposal,
without any announcement, of two of the six Point class strategic lift RoRo ships in
2011, a fact that was not made public until 2013. Considering the increasing threat to
NATO member states bordering the Baltic, this can only be viewed as a wrong
decision. Cuts and delays continued annually to ship building programmes over the
following five years, all of which added considerably to “end costs” and in the case of
SSNs, to costs involved in delaying the decommissioning of 'T' class boats.

From 2011 until SDSR 2015, each year was subject to annual planning rounds which
determined how much money would be available in a particular year. This five-year
period embraced deliberate delays to both the carrier building project, and the
construction of Astute class submarines. The National Audit Office [NAO] produces a
Major Project Report on an annual basis. One of the matters which they remarked
upon in 2012 was Co-operative Engagement Capability (CEC). This American
system is planned to be fitted throughout the USN. Basically, it will, if fitted, enable
complex information to be shared between allied navies, enabling greater co-
ordination when engaged in hostilities. The Government decision to endorse the
system [taken in SDR98] was cited as one of the reasons why the RN could dispose
of three Type 23 frigates.6

However, the NAO report discloses that Planning Round 2011 decided that CEC will
not be fitted to Type 23 frigates, but would be fitted to the Type 26 Global Combat
Ship. Interestingly, there was no mention of it being fitted to the Type 45 AD
destroyers. Subsequently, MoD cancelled CEC all together in the following year.

STRATEGIC DEFENCE AND SECURITY REVIEW 2015 (SDSR2015).  In Chapter
4 of SDSR 2015, under the heading “Protect Our People” it states that: National
Security Objective 1 is to protect our people – at home, in our Overseas Territories
and abroad, and to protect our territory, economic security, infrastructure and way of
life. This chapter sets out how the Government will use the full spectrum of our
capabilities to do this. In particular, we will invest in our Armed Forces and security
and intelligence agencies; deter potential adversaries, including with our nuclear
deterrent; combat extremism and terrorism at home and overseas; put in place
tough and innovative cyber security measures; strengthen our ability to disrupt
serious and organised crime; and increase our resilience against threats and
hazards.

On the topic of United Kingdom Overseas Territories, the protection of which
involves the Royal Navy, the Government has this to say: Our 14 Overseas
Territories retain a constitutional link with the UK. Our relationship, while rooted in
centuries of shared history, is a modern one, based on mutual benefits and
responsibilities. We take our responsibilities seriously and will continue to support
these communities and their right to safety, security and self-determination.

Paragraph 4.47 deals specifically with the Royal Navy: The Royal Navy delivers our
nuclear deterrent, projects our maritime power and provides world-class amphibious
forces. As part of Joint Force 2025, we will have: Two new Queen Elizabeth class
aircraft carriers, the largest warships ever built for the Royal Navy. These will enter
service from 20187, transforming the Royal Navy’s ability to project our influence
overseas. They will form the core of our maritime task group, with one available at all

6 The class was originally 16 ships, 3 of which were sold to Chile. 
7 6 years later than proposed in SDR98.
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times. We will increase the number of F35 Lightning aircraft we are buying in the
early 2020s to ensure that we make the best use of this world-leading capability, and
we will buy three new logistics ships to support the fleet, in addition to the four
tankers that will enter service from 2016. Type 45 destroyers, Type 23 frigates,
Astute class submarines and Mine Countermeasure Vessels. We will maintain one
of the most capable anti-submarine fleets in the world with the introduction of eight
advanced Type 26 Global Combat Ships, which will start to replace our current Type
23 frigates in their anti-submarine role. We will maintain our fleet of 19 frigates and
destroyers. We will also launch a concept study and then design and build a new
class of lighter, flexible general purpose frigates so that by the 2030s we can further
increase the total number of frigates and destroyers. These general-purpose frigates
are also likely to offer increased export potential. We will buy two further new
Offshore Patrol Vessels, increasing the Royal Navy’s ability to defend UK interests
at home and abroad. 

Royal Marines 3 Commando Brigade who are trained and equipped to provide
specialist amphibious and Arctic warfare capabilities. We will enhance a Queen
Elizabeth aircraft carrier to support this amphibious capability.
 
However, after the hyperbole and optimism, it is becoming increasingly obvious that
the aspirations contained in the latest review are going to be difficult to translate into
physical assets. For example, it is the intention to maintain two carriers in
commission, yet the modest uptake of personnel [perhaps 4 to 600 sailors] does not
add up. HMS Ocean decommissions next year, and will therefore release her
complement of 285. Figures available for the carriers suggest a complement of 686
[not including air crew], so one does not have to be a wizard to do the mathematics.
Given the shortage of, and difficulty in retaining, both submariners and engineers,
one might ask where the people are going to come from? Added to that is the latest
MoD proposal, apparently signed off by the Secretary of State, whereby serving
personnel can reduce to a 5, or perhaps even a 3-day week, and opt out [for a
period] from front line service. One can only wonder if our rulers have taken leave of
their senses.

Published in late November 2015, SDSR2015 centred upon a vision of Joint Force
2025 [replacing Future force 2020]. The task of this force will be to deploy rapidly
and at reach. Much was made of the re-growth of the RN; however, this will not be
effective until the 2030s, and we should all remember that between then and now,
there will have been general elections in 2020, 2025 and 2030, and that
governments cannot bind their successors to these commitments. Also contained
was the decision to deliver the Successor ship submersible ballistic nuclear (SSBN)
programme, to replace the current Vanguard class, which, with the first symbolic
cutting of steel, has now become the Dreadnought class of SSBN. In the context of
submarine building, the review highlighted the need for organisational, managerial
and commercial changes in the nuclear submarine building enterprise to enable
timely and efficient delivery. It is hoped that the MoD will take note that it, and it
alone, is responsible for the delay, and huge additional cost to the already painfully
slow Astute building programme, whereby the first three boats took 106, 110 and
125 months respectively, to complete. Of course, the immediate response from the
MoD is to state that building a complex SSN takes time. They should be reminded
that a similarly complex SSN type, the USN’s Virginia class are being completed in
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two and a half to three years, albeit by two shipyards and that RN Trafalgar class
boats averaged circa 65 months. 8

SDSR 2015 also confirmed that only 8 type 26 frigates [the Global Combat Ship]
would now be built to replace the Type 23s dedicated to the ASW role, and that what
is being referred to as the Type 31 will be designed to replace the balance, thus
maintain the 19 DD/FF force, which was described in a November report by the
House of Commons Defence Select Committee [HoCDC] as being “woefully
inadequate”. Because of the confirmed order of two more OPVs, which will take until
2019 to deliver, it has been admitted that the main work on the Type 26 will not begin
until that date. As the Type 26 design has yet to be finalised, it is to be hoped that
the design of the GP frigate can be completed before surface ships go out of fashion.

The length of time to design an ASW frigate is a disgrace. Why does it need space
for boats, a launching ramp, accommodation for special forces (SF), a deck which is
Chinook capable, etc., etc.? It’s an ASW frigate.  To draw attention to this ineptitude,
it is worth returning to the 1950s. The then Admiralty Ship Department, in frigates
alone, supervised the Type 15 and 16 programme - the conversion of over 40 fleet
destroyers to fast ASW frigates- and designed four classes of frigates. This involved
building 26 ships for the RN between first orders in 1951 and the completion of HMS
Lincoln in July 1960.  In addition, 5 more ships were built for the Indian Navy - 3
Leopards and 2 Type 12. As the Type 23 replacement was first discussed in 1994,
surely it is not too much to expect a completed design by 2017? As far as
accommodating SF and other associated tasks, surely it would make more sense to
incorporate these features into a general-purpose design, where such ships could
form part of the screen for an amphibious task force?

As far as MCM is concerned, SDSR 2015 confirmed that 3 Sandown class single
role minehunters will pay off in 2025, thus reducing the MCMV fleet to 12 vessels [8
Hunt class and 4 Sandowns]. The Hunts are in the process of undergoing a major
overhaul, which involves replacing the propulsion system, with the Deltic engines
being replaced by two Caterpillar C32 diesels. In addition, the refit includes the fitting
new gearboxes, bow thrusters, propellers and machinery control systems. Five of
these refits have been completed by the end of 2016, and the balance are scheduled
to finish in 2019. These ships, the largest GRP warships ever built, were due to
commence withdrawal in 2019, however it is likely that given the scope of the
overhaul, they will be retained and that they will deploy a new remote controlled mine
sweeping capability. They may also be further modified to act as the control platform
for HAZARD, an optionally manned surface craft that is designed to enter mine-
fields. This craft will be able to launch and recover autonomous underwater vehicles
which can search for, locate and destroy mines, and it will also be equipped to tow a
combined influence sweep.

Hydrography. Little has been forthcoming regarding the hydrographic element of the
proposed Mine Countermeasures Hydrographic [MCH] programme, which is
supposed to replace the survey ships. As the Hydrographic Department, which
produces both paper and electronic Admiralty charts is one of only three such
organisations in the world to produce world-wide folios, it would be a retrograde step
to engage in any changes which would adversely affect this. HMS Scott, a 13,300-
tonne survey ship, gives the navy a deep bathymetric capability off the continental
shelf, and could not be replaced by a cheaper alternative. She is fitted with a modern

8 USS Illinois SSN787 Laid down 2/6/2014, Launched 8/8/2014, Commissioned 29 October 2016. 
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multi-beam sonar suite [hence her large size] which enables her to map the ocean
floor on a world-wide basis and carries a mix of the latest UK and US survey
equipment.  Her commercial design and crew manning regime allows her to spend
around 300 days on task at sea.

SDR98 set out a way forward for the fleet which allowed sufficient numbers of both
surface and sub-surface assets to carry out routine peacetime tasks, and while
relatively small, allowed for losses, breakdowns, accidents and the unexpected.
Importantly, it also recognised the need to have sufficient numbers to protect carrier
groups and other high value assets by providing sufficient escort numbers, both
destroyers in the AD role and frigates in the field of ASW, and nuclear submarines
for both attack and protection roles.

Because of reductions to the SDR98 proposals, and the ill-thought-out review of
2010, the strength of the RN is at its lowest ebb for many, many years. Both the MoD
and the current 1SL have admitted that there are no plans to cope with attrition
emanating from actions during hostilities, and so the United Kingdom (UK) must
fervently hope that the RN avoids serious action against all but the most
unsophisticated enemy in the near future. The demise of Harpoon next year as the
only over the horizon anti-ship missile (ASM) without replacement is, apparently, as
much about having to balance the books as it is about obsolescence. This is
particularly worrying at a time when naval warfare seems to be moving back to open
ocean operations, as opposed to littoral conflicts. In tandem with this, the UK has
seen warship industrial policy consolidated in a manner which has left the RN with a
single corporation being the only builder of both surface ships and submarines. The
result is that the company can charge what it likes, and, when comparisons are
made with European warship builders, Britain has been getting extremely poor value
for money. The MoD, following government policy, have of course been responsible
for retarding and delaying projects because of the need to save money in a particular
financial year, and this policy has added huge sums to the cost of, for example, the
carrier programme and the construction of Astute class submarines. This paper will
later consider some individual cases as examples of poor procurement, indecision,
and government interference, all of which have been examined in Sir John Parker’s
review of ship building, which was published on 29 November 2016.
  CURRENT AND PROJECTED FLEET STRENGTHS

201
7

2017
Extended
readiness/
Laid up

201
8

2018
Extended
readiness/
Laid up

Projected 
2025---
onwards

Aircraft 
carriers

1 1 2

LPH 1 0 0
LPD 1 1 1 1 2
Air defence
Destroyers
 

5 1 6 6

A/S frigates 8 8 8
G P frigates 4 1 4 1 5
SSBNs 4 4 4

SSNs 6 6 7
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MCMVs 15 15 12
OPVs 4 4+2 5
P 2000s * 14 14 14
Armed
patrol
boats

4 4 4

Survey
ships*

4 4 1 + ?

Ice Pat ro l
ship

1 1 1

 P 2000s These 14 craft make up the first Patrol Boat Squadron whose
primary role is to support the University Royal Navy Units [URNUs], and are
the responsibility of Commodore Britannia Royal Naval College. They also
provide other Fleet taskings.

 The armed patrol boats are two modified P2000s, Raider and Tracker, which
constitute the Faslane Patrol Boat Squadron. Like the boats attached to the
Gibraltar Squadron, [HM Ships Scimitar and Sabre], they are fully fledged
armed patrol boats.

 Survey Ships: This number includes the small inshore survey launch, HMSL
Gleaner.

Notes: HMS Ocean [LPH] will pay off without replacement in 2018. HMS Torbay
[SSN] is due to pay off later this year [2017]. This will reduce the total of SSNs to 6.
NB: Figures do not show ships in refit, which at any time might represent 3 frigates
and 1 or more A/D destroyers.

THE CURRENT AND PROJECTED FLEET: PROCUREMENT AND
CONSTRUCTION. Aircraft carriers. SDR98 heralded the announcement that the
United Kingdom would build two large, flexible carriers to replace the three Invincible
class ships currently in service. ISD was envisaged as 2012 for the first ship, and
2015 for the second. As Britain invented the aircraft carrier, and had a wealth of
experience of carrier operations, it would have seemed easy to implement this
programme, if the right leadership was chosen. As big deck carrier operation, had
ceased with the withdrawal of Ark Royal IV in 1979, given the close relationship
between the RN and the USN, help and advice, if necessary, would be to hand. Size
is not fundamental to the cost of a ship; volume [air, in other words] is free, and steel,
in comparison with warship equipment, is cheap, and so a large ship would allow
much greater versatility in both equipment and aircraft, than a smaller one.
Amazingly, these facts all seemed to have gotten lost, and the choice of aircraft,
even then, seemed to be dictated by the assumption that any future carrier borne
aircraft would, in the first instance, operate from the Invincible class. This appears to
be the thinking that led the MoD to help fund the development of the VSTOL version
of the Joint Strike Fighter [JSF], which eventually became the F-35B. As a family of
F-35s were to be developed for the USAF and USN in addition to the VSTOL
requirement of the USMC, it is difficult to understand that, as a large ship had been
approved, and the F-35C was being developed for American carriers, some caution
was not exercised at the time over the choice of aircraft. It should also be borne in
mind that a ship with catapults and arrester gear (cats n traps) had a choice of both
American and French aircraft which could be flown from the ship, leaving the F-35C
as an option for a later date. Unfortunately, this was not to be.
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The requirement to replace the three Invincible class light carriers was identified at
the time of SDR98. In the year 2000, it was decided to give BAE Systems and
Thales UK contracts to produce two designs, one for a short take-off vertical landing
(STOVL) vessel, and a second for a larger conventional carrier, with the Thales
conventional design chosen as the way forward. The two companies were instructed
to form a consortium to build the ships [this later became the Aircraft Carrier Alliance
(ACA) as we know it today] and the design was modified to operate the STOVL JSF
and helicopter borne air surveillance and control. This was when the term
“innovative and adaptable design” first became associated with the carriers, because
although designed to operate what became the F-35B, the ships were essentially
conventional carriers which were to be able, should circumstances dictate, to be
refitted with cats n traps enabling them to operate conventional carrier borne aircraft.
There is reason to believe that, located in the contract terms, it was specified that
any such modification should be capable of adapting to the steam catapults and
arrester equipment fitted in USN Nimitz class CVNs and the French Charles de
Gaulle. This design was formalised in 2005 at 'Main Gate' - the government approval
to go to the build phase - was achieved in July 2007. Almost a year passed before
final approval to commence construction to build was granted in May 2008 and by
then the ACA had evolved, and comprised of BAES, Thales UK, Babcock Marine
and the MoD, both as a member and the client. As can be imagined, there was much
interest in the building of these ships in the press, and articles appeared in several
journals. One such example follows.

The Platform Design Director, in an interview with the colour supplement magazine
Live [summer of 2008] stated that, quote, “One of the first things to go was nuclear
power. Most modern aircraft carriers, including the American ships, are powered by
an on-board nuclear reactor. This is a brand-new ship, so getting through all the
safety aspects of nuclear power would have been hideously expensive.” An
appropriate comment here would be that by 2008, the UK had been building nuclear
submarines for over 40 years, HMS Valiant having been commissioned in 1966. It is
worth noting at that time that the two ships were going to cost £3.9bn. Much was
also made of the innovative two island design, which, it was said, gave greater flight
deck space. This was at a time when the USN were making the island on Nimitz
class in build smaller, and moving it as far aft as possible for the same reasons.
Probably a more plausible reason was the need to accommodate the exhaust
trunking from the sites of the various main machinery components. Anyone studying
cutaway diagrams of the class will see why this is the case. Power is now of course
supplied in the power station mode, as in the Type 45s, but on a larger scale. Cost
concerns have reduced the power output to give a projected speed “in excess of 25
knots”, which is around 5 knots slower than what is really required. 

The formal contract was signed on board HMS Ark Royal on 3 July 2008. Here is
what the then Defence Secretary, Des Browne said: “This is a [sic] historic day for
everyone in Defence. The two aircraft carriers will provide our forces with the world-
class capabilities they will need over the coming decades.” The official statement
goes on to state that…The key attribute of the carriers is that they are scalable and
able to deploy to a crisis to demonstrate early presence, apply influence or ultimately
intervene with lethal and sustained force, at a time and place of our choice, without
having to rely on other countries allowing access or permission to use their airspace.
As such, the carriers and their Joint Force Air Group will form a central pillar of the
UK Defence Strategy and will, over the next half century, provide an indispensable
and technically advanced capability. The statement goes on to say that the ships will
initially deploy the Harrier GR9, supported by a combination of RN and RAF
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personnel, and that the design itself is optimised for operation of the STOVL version
of the JSF [F-35B]. Later in the statement, it is pointed out that: “CVF’s innovative
design also means that, should a more conventional aircraft be chosen at a later
stage, the deck can be reconfigured with catapults and arrester-gear installations.”
[source: January 2009 edition of the Broadsheet]. 
   
The first of several delays was announced in December 2008 to reduce expenditure
in the short term. The in service date (ISD) of Queen Elizabeth (QEC) was now to be
2016. This of course delayed Prince of Wales (POW), as her construction could not
begin until the QEC was floated out of the building dock.

National Audit Office/Carrier Strike/2012 Reversion Decision [May 2012].9

Summarised are the key findings of the NAO.

1. The decision of October 2010 [to operate the F-35C carrier variant] was
based on immature data and flawed assumptions because the MoD did not in-
volve commercial and industrial partners in the process.

2. By February 2012, the MoD’s cost estimate of the conversion of the first carri -
er with Electro-Magnetic Aircraft Launch System [EMALS] had increased from
£800m to £2bn.

3. The MoD expects to write off about £74m because of the reversion decision.
4. The Mod estimates that over the next ten years, the STOVL option will be

£1.2bn cheaper than the carrier variant. Over 30 years, these savings halve to
£600m.

5. The STOVL option will be available in 2020, three years earlier than the carri -
er variant. THE CDS advises that a three-year delay would be unacceptable
when national security was unpredictable.

6. STOVL gives the MoD the option to operate Carrier Strike from the second
carrier and provide continuous capability. By contrast, the carrier variant can
only operate from one carrier installed with cats and traps and could therefore
only provide the capability for 70% of a period [not stated] owing to scheduled
maintenance periods.

7. The announcement of May 2012 was coupled to the delayed investment in
the third element of Carrier Strike, that being the Crowsnest AEW system
which is not now scheduled to be fully operational until 2022. Since this re-
port, it is understood that funding has been found which will allow Crowsnest
to proceed earlier than planned, and that it will be operational by late 2018,
and at sea by 2020. 7 Sea King ASaC 7 helicopters [849 NAS] will now run on
until the third quarter of 2018. 

8. In addition, the MoD had to delay funding the Solid Support Shipping fleet
which will be required for support of Carrier Strike, plus the rest of the surface
fleet.10   

9. The MoD [NB: this was in 2012] currently plans to build, but not operate, the
second carrier. A decision on this will be made under SDSR 2015.

10.The STOVL variant [F-35B] is unable to land vertically on a carrier in hot, hu-
mid and low pressure weather conditions without having to jettison heavy
loads, such as unexpended weapons and fuel. The MoD is confident that a
solution will be developed by 2020 [Ship-borne Rolling Landing]. 

9 It should be noted that by 2012, the ISDs were: Queen Elizabeth fourth quarter of 2017 and Prince 
of Wales third quarter of 2019.
10 Replacements for RFAs Fort Rosalie [1978], Fort Austin [1979] and Fort Victoria [1992].
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[Source: Christopher Cope, Warship World, Parliamentary Report, Sept 2013.]

Cost of EMALS and breakdown of figures. It was understood [from American press
reports early in 2012] that because of the Americans learning of the UK’s likelihood
of reverting to the F-35B, based on the grounds of EMALS conversion costs, the
Assistant Secretary of the Navy [the USN] wrote to the United Kingdom Defence
Procurement Minister pointing out that the cost of the equipment, converted to
sterling, would be £458m, and the United States estimated that the installation cost
would be a further £400m. The letter apparently ended with an assurance that the
USN is committed to supporting the successful entry into service of conventional
carriers in the Royal Navy.  Apparently, this view was made clear to the Prime
Minister during his visit to the US in the spring, but appears to have had no effect on
Mr Cameron or his decision. 
The view of the USN was, in fact, underscored by the visit of the 1SL for talks with
the Head of the USN on that very matter, early in 2012. Also, it negated agreements
on inter-operability entered into between the UK and France and the United States.
Many analysts believed that the USN was keen to hand over some degree of Atlantic
carrier tasking to the RN. Yet the letter described above and the costs referred to it
appear to be completely at variance with facts [presumably presented by the MoD] to
the NAO.  Also, apparently [according to the Aircraft Carrier Alliance], no less than
500 compartments would be affected by the conversion. Surely, this makes a
nonsense of the assertion, by the designers and the MoD, that the innovative design
allowed for conversion to cats and traps.

The following is summarised from the NAO report. In October 2010, the cost of
procuring the carrier variant would be between £500 to £800m. By March 2011, that
figure had increased to £950m and when a contract was signed in May 2011
between the UK and the US, which allowed the MoD access to data relating to
EMALS, including installation, and specialised support, by December 2011 the figure
was £1.5bn. By February 2012, this estimate has risen to £2bn. Bear in mind the
costs referred to in the Assistant Secretary’s letter, also in early 2012, were of the
magnitude of circa £900m. Something was amiss, either with the money or the
flexible design. It is known that an alternative catapult system, ICCALS, was offered
in 2012, and that this was rejected in the summer of 2012 without any serious
attempt at evaluation. A short explanation of this system appears later in this paper.
Apparently, the figure of £2bn is arrived at as follows:
1 Only two catapults required for the UK carrier per ship. There are 4 per ship in
USN CVN.
2 US technical assistance not previously provided for.
3 Having to use the foreign military sales route, as opposed to direct purchase from
the maker. That apparently added VAT to the cost.
4 The extent of the full cost for UK industry installing the equipment.
5 Testing and commissioning prior to operational delivery.
6 Costs required to plan and investigate the conversion of the carrier.
7 Inflation.

Escalation of costs. It was stated in the autumn of 2013 that the then target cost was
£5.24bn. In a written answer [possibly in early in 2014], it was stated: “The
programme has now been re-baselined at £6.2bn.” apparently, under the contract,
the contractors will make a profit up to the time when the contract price exceeds
£7.74bn.  This is apparently where the contract stood in 2014, that is, it has not
reached the price ceiling quoted in the preceding sentence.     
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When examining all these facts, it becomes difficult to deduce whether the politicians
who sit on any of the committees fully understand the implications of what they
discuss. The same might be said for some of the MoD civil servants. If there had
been no reversion to the F-35B, then only one carrier, the POW, seems likely to
have been completed as a conventional carrier, as it surely would, at the then stage
of her construction, to be more economical to do so, than to convert the QEC. That
would have meant that QEC would have entered service with the ability to operate
rotary wing aircraft only. Statements at the time indicated that it would cost £3bn to
refit her during her first docking to incorporate cats and traps. One must wonder if, at
the cost [2014] of £3.1bn per ship, it would not have been more sensible to build
another ship, which could have commenced as soon as POW moved out of the
building dock. The amounts of money are staggering by any standard and it is
difficult to understand how they relate to ships which were supposed to be designed
to retro-fit to conventional aircraft operations. The NAO/Major Project Report 2013,
published in the spring of this year reflects the fact that virtually the whole cost
increase, when considering 11 major projects, was accounted for by the new
carriers. The cost increase is circa £754m, and a further five-month delay means that
the total project delay is in the order of twenty-nine months. 

The increase examined has been caused in the main by:

1. Delaying the entry into service [by the MoD] has resulted in additional labour,
warehousing and storage costs.
2.  Changes to the build programme have resulted in the re-working of previous
work, work being carried out of planned sequence, and new additional tasks.
3.  Revision of costs due to incorrect design quantities.
4. Underestimation of the scope and scale of painting, together with outfitting and
assembly.
5.  Investment in additional personnel to the management team.
6.  Cost savings not being realised. This has led in a number of cases to actual cost
increases.
7.  Reinstatement of the ramp, and other specific requirements for STOVL
operations.
8.  Inflation.

Carrier Operational Concept. SDR98 declared the raison d’etre of the new ships to
be fast jet carrier strike. This apparently remains the case, although the recently
introduced concept of Carrier Enabled Power Projection [CEPP] will see use of the
ships substantially broadened and added to. Apparently, this was developed during
SDSR 2010, the concept visualises using the utility of carriers as agile and rapidly
reconfigurable joint operating platforms. CEPP seeks to maximise the investment
made in the platforms and air groups by varying the type of air group which the class
can support. The ability therefore exists to embark an 
F-35B air group in the Carrier Strike role; however, the CEPP demands that the
ships can be re-rolled as an LPH if required.

Rear Admiral Russ Harding, ACNS [Aviation and Carriers] and Rear Admiral Fleet
Air Arm, held responsibility in 2014 for both Carrier and Expeditionary [Amphibious]
Strike Capability development within the RN. In an interview in the summer, the
Admiral stated; “The priority is to recover Carrier Strike first. But having spent circa
£6 billion on these ships - and I hope one day running two to maximise the return on
investment – we are going to have to make them useable for more than just that. So
CEPP reflects this intent. It will realise a capability to embark a high-end carrier air
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wing doing carrier strike, transitioning through a “hybrid” mode where you are
increasing the number of rotary wing aircraft and reducing the number of jets, right
through to an all-rotary wing LPH capability.”

Readers are left to decide on the plausibility of this argument. It would be nice to
know if the UK is serious about carrier strike, and if anyone has truly thought through
how these transitions, particularly in an emergency, are going to be achieved.
Despite the foregoing, the Queen Elizabeth class, if they embark a proper air group,
and maintain them on board at all times, will be a tremendous advance on the small
Invincible class they replace. It must be remembered that the embarked aircraft are
the carrier’s principal weapons system, and without them, the ship is simply a large,
vulnerable and pointless target. Therefore, these ships should never be seen as
platforms to move aircraft from one location to another. To do so is to negate the
utility of their purpose. The QEC is scheduled to commence eleven weeks of sea
trials in the summer of 2017, let's hope that these go well. 

INTERNAL COMBUSTION CATAPULT AIRCRAFT LAUNCH SYSTEM [ICCALS].
The ICCALS system is a hybrid catapult launching system using conventional steam
catapult hardware forward of, but not including, the launch valve with launch energy
provided by a compact, combustion gas and steam generating sub-system which is
located at the aft end of the existing C13 launch engine. This sub-system produces
combustion gas and steam in a combustor by burning JP5 [jet fuel] and oxygen
enriched air and injecting water into the combustion gas stream to cool the
combustor walls and the combustion gas stream, while producing more propulsion
force. The ICCALS is designed to provide precise control of acceleration, tailored to
the specific aircraft parameters for each launch. It incorporates injectors and closed-
loop control, much like the fuel system in a modern car to ensure that the desired
acceleration profile is accurately met. Its combustor design is based upon the proven
gas generation technologies of existing power plant combustors. ICCALS
successfully launched aircraft on test at Lakehurst New Jersey as long ago as 1959,
thus rendering it mature, developed technology.           

Submarines: The Astute programme. With the demise of the Cold War it appeared
that the replacement of the 'T' class SSN - of their vintage amongst the best
submarines produced anywhere - was in limbo. By the early 90s, there had been
little progress, exacerbated by the requirements of the Vanguard class SSBN
project. Thus, the Staff Requirement did not appear until the summer of 1989, and
the proposed acceptance date for boat No 1 slipped to the year 2000. The chosen
design was neither a stretched 'T' boat, nor was it an entirely new “cutting edge of
technology” submarine, as had been the original intention when the replacement for
the Trafalgar class was discussed. The project, which eventually became the Astute
class, became officially, initially, the “Batch II Trafalgar” which importantly for the
design, would be powered by the PWR2 reactor as used on the Vanguard class.   

Problems dogged the programme right from the start. In an endeavour to reduce
costs, the MoD decided that the in-house Royal Corps of Naval Constructors would
no longer be involved, and that the design would be the responsibility of the builders.
This rather hasty decision was immediately bedevilled by major commercial changes
involving the contractor. GEC-Marconi had acquired the VSEL Barrow submarine
building yard in mid-1995, and signed a contract to build the first three Astute class
in March 1997. In November 1999, BAE Systems bought GEC-Marconi, with the
inevitable changes in company management, and, crucially, management and
leadership in Barrow. In the days of VSEL around 50 MoD personnel were in
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permanent residence in the shipyard; this was now reduced to 4. HMS Vengeance
-SSBN No4- was delivered in 1999, HMS Triumph, the final 'T' boat, in 1991,  almost
two decades since a submarine had last been designed. By 1999, the workforce had
reduced from 13,000 to circa 3,000 as skilled craftsmen moved elsewhere to earn a
living. Lost were many engineers and constructors skilled in the process of building
submarines and lost on both the builders and the MoD was the skill deficit impact
that the long delay between the end of the SSBN contract and commencement of the
new build induced. 

The keel of Astute was finally laid down in January 2001, and construction was
immediately beset with problems. One of these was the introduction of Computer-
Aided Design [CAD] software which involved the production of highly detailed 3D
drawings with which the shipyard workers were unfamiliar. Past boats had been built
using hundreds of 2D drawings produced by draughtsmen. These contained little
detail, relying on the expertise the workers' built up over years of submarine
construction deciding how to interpret, and then build, what was represented by the
drawings. Therefore, training in the use and interpretation of these complex three-
dimensional drawings became an urgent requirement. 
It soon became clear that the programme was suffering from delays and cost
overruns. By August 2002 the project was millions of pounds over budget, and adrift
by three years. Obviously, this could not continue, and a new contract was
negotiated between BAES and the MoD in December 2003. Additionally, MOD
enlisted the assistance of the renowned US submarine builder, General Dynamics
Electric Boat Division for assistance, under the auspices of a US Navy contract. This
involved over 200 experienced personnel in Groton, Connecticut being involved in
helping to resolve design issues in Astute herself, sorting the software issues with
3D CAD, and allowed the construction of boats 2 and 3 to resume. It also introduced
the American practice of vertical outfitting to be used in the UK for the first time, as
well as employing other advanced manufacturing techniques used in Groton. This
assistance also saw the appointment of a senior manager from Electric Boat being
appointed as the “Astute Project Director.

Astute had an original ISD of 2005. She was finally launched in June 2007, and left
Barrow for sea trials and her home base at Faslane in November 2009. The results
of the delays to boats 2 and 3 are no doubt one of the reasons for the problems
experienced by both these submarines, for example, items required for installation
were left lying around in the building hall, when they should have been safely
installed in the boats, never a good practice.        

Three years into its term, it was publicly admitted that the Government decided to
impose substantial delays upon the Astute building programme. This is a direct result
of a disagreement within the 'Coalition partnership' regarding the replacing of the
Trident SSBN fleet -SDSR 2010 delayed introducing the new SSBNs by four years,
to 2028. This would mean a gap of four years between the completion of Astute boat
7, and the commencement of constructing the successors. Bearing in mind the
problems generated by such a gap had upon the Astute programme, the
Government decided to extend the build time. The choice Government faced was
either delay the Astute build, or order an eighth boat. It will come as no surprise that
the Government opted for the former with obvious knock-on consequences. The
remaining 'T' boats now have to run on well beyond their planned decommissioning
dates, and will require extensive revalidation refits and some SSBNs would require
unplanned refuelling refit. The delay to Astute boats 1 – 4 added a further £200m to
their completion costs, and in total, will add nearly £1bn to the forecast cost of
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completing all seven boats. These costs, when considering certain technical and
capability changes incorporated since the building commenced amount to over
£1.9bn – more than the cost of an extra boat. It should be noted that the original
requirement was for eight boats, however the National Security Council (NSC)
preferred to delay construction, even though an additional boat would have made it
much easier to achieve the classified availability requirement. It is worth noting that
an Astute build takes circa 10 years to complete whilst, interestingly, the USN
acquires two Virginia class SSNs every two years. For example, USS California was
delivered eight and a half months ahead of schedule, after a 65 month build period.

It is worth drawing attention to the following: Millions of pounds have been spent on
the revalidation refits of four 'T' boats. For example, HMS Trenchant completed a
major refit, then made what was the longest patrol [almost one year] carried out by
an RN submarine, and on return went into her revalidation refit, from which she
emerged in the summer of 2016. Bearing in mind that at the time of SDR98, senior
officers maintained that 10 SSN was the absolute minimum of hulls required, so
would it not have made more sense to speed up the construction of the current
boats, and ordered two more to make up the time delay between the end of
construction and the commencement of the Dreadnought SSBN? 

RN Surface Escorts, AD and ASW. The Type 26 frigate [Global Combat Ships],
under discussion as replacements for Type 23, were eventually conceived as multi-
mission warships, able to engage in the fully spectrum of warfare. Originally, it was
planned to replace the 13 Type 23 on a one-for-one basis, but this was changed in
SDSR 2015 to replacing the 8 ASW capable Type 23 only with a new class of lighter
General Purpose frigate (designated Type 31e by Sir John Parker in 2016) to
replace the 5 remaining non-ASW Type 23s. An aspiration to construct additional
units of this type was also expressed in the review, and mentioned in speeches by
the 1SL and Secretary of State for Defence. Little or no progress was made with the
Type 26 programme up to 2015, when long lead items began to be ordered.
Although cutting of steel, according to the Secretary of State, will commence in 2017.
The MD of BAES has confirmed that, because of the order for two more River class
OPVs, - the confirmed order, worth £287m, to build HM Ships Spey and Tamar was
confirmed late in 2016 - major construction will not start on the Type 26 before 2019.
It should be noted that HMS Argyll, the oldest Type 23, will pay off in 2023 under
current plans.

Type 45 AD destroyers began as a class of “up to 12” and reduced to 8, further
reducing to the existing class of 6 ships. Their construction resulted when the UK
withdrew from the European Horizon class air defence frigate project in the 90s. Only
six were finally built, and on completion the project was 29% over budget. This
project heralded the £1bn cost per unit. Availability has been beset with problems
relating to mechanical unreliability, with the worst affected, HMS Dauntless, being
effectively laid up - she is a harbour training ship in Portsmouth at present. The
problem has centred upon the operation of the Rolls Royce WR-21 Gas Turbine
Alternator, and its exhaust recuperator, the result being a serious impact on the
resilience of the ship’s Integrated Electrical Propulsion System, leading to total
electrical failures and loss of propulsion. This situation is aggravated when operating
in warm water and high ambient temperature conditions. As the MOD insisted on the
WR-21 GTA, the tax payer is having to pay for repairs, as opposed to the builders. A
Power Improvement Plan [PIP] is intended as the long-term solution, this will be
achieved by upgrading/adding to the diesel generating capacity. It is expected that
this programme will take circa 9 years to complete. In the interim, an Equipment
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Improvement Plan [EIP], which will include a modified recuperator is being
implemented. It is unclear whether the refit to HMS Dauntless, due to start later this
year, will be a PIP, or an EIP. No figures as to the costs of these refits have been
issued.    

UNITED KINGDOM WARSHIP BUILDING AND PROCUREMENT: THE PARKER
REPORT. Sir John Parker GBE FREng, an industrialist with wide ranging experience
of ship building, was engaged by the Government to review UK ship building and he
recommended sweeping changes to the UK’s warship building sector in his report

which was published on 29
th

 November 2016. Sir John conducted a series of
detailed discussions with the ship building and marine industry, the supply chain,
Government, trade associations, the Trades Unions and key civilian and military
officials, and he, or his team, visited shipyards across the UK.

The reports initial observations on governance follow: There are many highly
competent and committed individuals in the various parts of the Ministry of defence
[MoD] but the sheer complexity of “the system” in which they work negates their
well-intentioned and individual professional efforts given the extent of silo activity,
heavy processes and the challenge of inter-organisational working with sufficient
sense of pace.

Ultimately, the current process involves many people and too many “hands-offs”.
Too many think they have a vote, or even a veto, in the process. Current
governance is not sufficiently clear. There is no assured “Capital Budget” for an RN
project which means programmes are subject to arbitrary intervention and delays
adding to cost. Senior Responsible Owners’ objectives and accountability are not
always properly aligned. There is a clear system of financial approvals via the
Investment Approvals Committee, but the system is not always applied intelligently
to ensure that good quality information and early engagement with decision makers
results in well evidenced and timely decisions. The result is a lack of empowered
project grip.

Current RN warship programmes take far too long. The innate complexity of modern
warship and manufacture cannot alone account for the disparity with complex ships
in other sectors or with commercial programmes for other Departments, or historic
RN programmes – see Table below.

Ship Start of life
Displace-
ment
(tonnes)

Concept
phase start

Contrac
t

Time
concept
to
contract
   (years
) 

Deliver
y
Ship 1

Delivery
of
class

Time
Contract
to
delivery
of class
     (year
s)

Mega cruise
ship

C 180,000
(gross
registered
tonnes)

2014 2015         1  2018 2020 (4
in total)

         5

Polar
Research
Ship

C 15,000 
(gross
tonnes]

2014 2015          1 2018 n/a  (1
in total)

       3

Military Afloat
Reach
And
Sustainability

31,485
tonnes

2 0 0 1 ( i n a
different
programme
boundary) 

2012       11 2017 2018 (4
ships)

       6
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tanker
Type 21 2,750 C 1967 1969         2 1974 1978 8

in total)
        9

Type 23 3,386 C 1978 1984       6 1989 2001
(16
ships)

      17

Type 26 6,900
(basic)

1997    n/a      >19   n/a    n/a       n/a

                     Evidence that timescales from concept through contract to ship
                                                 delivery can be dramatically compressed 

I judge that the following has happened:

a) A lack of an overriding Master Plan for each project from the Sponsor with
key dates expected to be met by the RN client;

b) A lack of assured Capital budget per RN ship series, subject to annual
arbitrary change, with accumulated negative impact on time and cost with
accompanying increased risk of obsolescence;

c) Poor linkages across the “Total Enterprise” including industrial capability and
capacity;

d) A lack of empowered Governance to grip early trade off debates in design
and specification to remain within project costs to meet the assured budget,
including rigorous evaluation of cost of design standards;

e) Senior decision-makers have, previously, been engaged too late in the
process and not always with high quality information and costing data;

f) Loss of continuity (as people move on to new roles) with new people naturally
imposing their preferential views;

g) The MoD has lost expertise in both design and project contract management;
h) Unanticipated cost growth from suppliers;
i) Delays to projects are accumulative;
j) Inadequate evaluation of risk contingency in each project;
k) There is insufficient focus on controlling “preferential” engineering costs and

in understanding costs associated with key naval standards.

All of this leads to significant growth in specification, scale and end cost of ships,
with an associated risk that equipment/systems are technically obsolete before the
contract is finalised. An MoD study has estimated that a 1% delay in project time
could result in a 0.38% increase in overall programme cost across a broad range of
equipment and support projects.

These pre-contract cost and time drivers, together with other factors such as
insufficient risk contingency, result in a vicious circle of fewer and much more
expensive ships being ordered late and entering service years later than first
planned. This means aging ships are retained in service beyond their planned
lifespan resulting in further refit and maintenance costs (and reducing second hand
export opportunities). Had project planning and execution been undertaken with
pace and with a grip on project time and cost that should have prevailed, this
situation could have been avoided.

A wide variety of stakeholders have contributed to exacerbating this situation. All
stakeholders have a role in a solution. 

Sir John's National Shipbuilding Strategy report also highlighted the social and
economic benefits which would accrue to the regions in which ship building was
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regenerated, a view often expressed by DefenceSynergia in the past. Key
companies which could benefit might be the A&P Group on Tyneside, Babcock’s
Appledore facility, which won a contract for four Irish Navy OPV, and Cammell Laird
in Birkenhead who are building a polar research ship at present. A factor not
specifically mentioned in the report, but one which never the less must be borne in
mind, is the possibility of future Scottish independence.  However, Sir John does
draw attention to both funding and procurement policies as follows:

Funding. In sharp contrast to the commercial sector, Defence does not own major,
capital intense projects at the highest level in the Client organisation. The MoD is
also required to manage these projects within their annual cash limits. Capital for
ship building projects is not consistently assured (or “ring fenced” as in the
commercial world) as it would largely be when major national infrastructure projects
are approved, such as in the case of Highways England. 

Cost models lack sufficient maturity and the cost base has to change too often as
specifications are not gripped and timescales arbitrarily changed. The current
experience is that unexpected/unanticipated cost growth arises from suppliers, with
a consequent impact on programme cost. Additionally, risk assessments are not
sufficiently robust. Overall there is an unrealistically low level of contingency.
Empowered grip on cost is vital and sticking to the programme time to contract with
no further change in requirements permitted.

Naval ship procurement plan. The Type 26 is approaching its main manufacturing
decision point. The General Purpose Frigate is in its pre-concept phase, with some
indicative design options being assessed. The OPVs are under construction at
BEAS Govan. The Aircraft Carriers are in delivery phase in Scotland. The Military
Afloat Reach and Sustainability tankers, being built abroad and customised in the
UK, are also in their delivery phase. The future Fleet Solid Support ships are in their
assessment phase and have an open, international procurement policy. 

New build might not always be the best solution. In terms of future support shipping
and ships to deliver other capabilities, such as mine countermeasures, a number of
successful ships in RN service have been conversions from commercial shipping, a
current example being RFA Argus.

Sir John concludes that it is the correct decision for BAES to build the Type 26 class
at the yards in Scotstoun and Govan. Interestingly, the plan to construct a frigate
factory at Scotstoun on the North bank of the Clyde, and close Govan has now been
abandoned, with a lesser developing of both yards now the current plan. It is,
however, recommended that the General Purpose Frigate [GPF] - Type 31e for
export version - should be led by another company or alliance. The report draws
attention to there being no precedent in the United Kingdom for two “first of class”
frigates to be built in one single location in this country, and the review sees the GPF
project as a catalyst for delivering enterprise change. It should be noted that these
ships are urgently required if DD/FF numbers are to remain at 19, never mind the
aspiration to “grow the navy”.    
  
The report also illustrates that a renaissance in ship building is emerging in a range
of regional companies in Northern Ireland and regions in England. These companies
are competing in the ship repair, conversion and offshore support markets, as well
as other relevant engineering projects. Thus, there is no dependency on a single
customer, and this kind of dependency has resulted in many difficulties for BAES, as
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well as encouraging far too close a relationship between customer and client. Finally,
and of fundamental importance to cost control, Sir John states, in relation to these
shipyards that: “Productive use of the working day is facilitated by professional
management acting with discipline and ensuring manpower matches workload along
with good logistics scheduling of piece parts, equipment and components to ensure
they are in the right place and at the right time. Moreover, these shipyards are
sustained by multiple income streams.” 

AFLOAT SUPPORT: THE ROYAL FLEET AUXILIARY SERVICE and
GOVERNMENT OWNED SHIPS. The RFA is the afloat support service of the RN. It
is a civilian manned service, owned by the MOD, and its primary purpose is the
replenishment at sea [RAS] of RN warships with fuel, food, stores and ammunition to
allow for operations away from shore support. It also supplies various specialised
ships for tasks other than afloat support. Modern day replenishment at sea has its
origins in the Pacific campaigns of the Second World War, and the value of afloat
support was amply demonstrated during Operation Corporate, the campaign to re-
take the Falkland Islands in 1982.

The service celebrated its centenary in August 2005, and is therefore a long-
established organisation. Section 80 of the 1906 Merchant Shipping Act made
provision for suitable regulations to be made by Order-in-Council, about the manner
by which government ships may be registered under the Merchant Shipping Acts. As
government ships within the meaning of the Acts, they were to be eligible to certain
“relaxations”, important to this day, as, for example, the ability to retain in service
until recently, single hulled tankers. The 1906 Act came into force on 1 July, 1907. In
1908, it was decided that the Admiralty owned and operated RFA vessels would
wear the Admiralty Blue Ensign, and the Admiralty also identified that it needed to
“formally recognise” its own fleet auxiliaries. Thus, their ships received “statutory
recognition” within the framework of the Merchant Shipping Acts in the form of Royal
Fleet Auxiliaries. The formal approval of this was by an Admiralty Order-in-Council
dated 22 March 1911.

The present-day RFA fleet has shrunk alarmingly in concert with the rapid reduction
in the strength of the RN. Despite this, RFA ships have often acted as “force
multipliers”. Tankers and store ships, plus LSD(A) have embarked helicopters for
patrol tasks in the Falkland Islands, anti-Piracy in the Indian Ocean, drug interdiction
in the Caribbean and during the migrant crisis in the Mediterranean. The current fleet
operates with two modern fleet tankers, and one small fleet tanker, Gold Rover, now
43 years old. There are no RFA support tankers, although the MOD has a
commercial tanker, Maersk Rapier, on charter, which freights fuel to naval facilities in
the UK and abroad. Also, remaining in service is the “one stop” support ship, RFA
Fort Victoria. The four new fleet tankers of the Tide class [37,000 tonnes full load]
are still reported as being in service by 2018. The first, RFA Tidespring was due to
be delivered from South Korean builders in December 2015 to the UK for the fitting
of “sensitive equipment” by A&P in Falmouth, however unspecified electrical
problems have delayed this until “the summer” of 2017. It has been confirmed that
these new ships are 26/27 knot vessels. Solid support is delivered by two Fort Class
1 stores ships, built by Scott’s SB & Engineering in Greenock in 1978/79, and the
Fort Victoria (1992). Replacement of these ships by 3 large Solid Support Ships of
circa 40,000 tonnes is planned for mid 2020. 

RFA amphibious uplift is provided for by three modern Bay class LSD(A)s. these
ships are well suited as support ships for mine countermeasures and other small
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ship operations, as well as tasks such as disaster relief. They cannot, however,
support nuclear submarines, a task formerly carried out by RFA Diligence. This ship,
which recently had a £16m refit, and was then laid up, is now up for disposal. It had
been stated about twelve months ago, that the ship provided “invaluable support to
the Navy” - particularly support to SSNs. However, it is now stated that “because of
her age and increasing obsolescence, retaining her in service would no longer
represent good value for money to the taxpayer”. [How often do we hear this mantra
emanating from the MoD - “good value to the taxpayer?”]. In a separate reply in
November 2016 the MoD stated: “The support facilities provided by Diligence to
deployed ships and submarines is regularly supplemented by commercial
arrangements and international agreements and when bespoke afloat capabilities
are required, these are contracted on the open commercial market”. One hopes that
Commanding Officers of HM Submarines in distant waters are aware of this!

The only other RFA is the air training ship/primary casualty receiving ship RFA
Argus, which was converted in 1984-87 by Harland & Wolff at Belfast. As the
container ship MV Contender Bezant, she had been taken up from trade during
Operation Corporate, and was purchased in 1984. Neither Argus or Diligence have
any planned replacements.   

type 2016
activ
e

2016
Laid-
up

2017
activ
e

2017
Laid
up

2018
activ
e

2018
Laid-
up

Proposed
2020 and beyond

Fleet oiler
Large

     2      0    2+
1

   0     6     0 6

AOR      1      0      1     0     1     0 0
Fleet oiler
small

     2 Later,
1

     1      1      0     0 0

Support
tanker

     0      1      0      0      0      0 0

Stores 
ships

     1       1      2      0      2      0 0

Solid
support  
Ships [new]

     0       0      0      0      0       0 3

LSD[A]      3       0      3       0      3       0 3
RFA Argus 
RFA
Diligence

     1
     0

      0
      1

     1
     0 

      0
For
sale

     1
     0

      0
      0

Out of service:
2020
No replacement

RFA Fleet strength and proposed replacements 

As can be seen, afloat support relies on a very small number of vessels, the 
calculation probably being dependent on the numbers needed to support the small, 
current peacetime RN fleet. There are no ships available to take up losses during 
hostilities, or those caused by accidents or unforeseen events. The lack of support 
tankers, considered essential for decades, may yet come back to haunt planners. 
The fleet replenishment tankers need topping-up, none more so than during hostile 
operations when, for example, a carrier will be doing plenty of high speed steaming, 
and aircraft will be using up large quantities of fuel. Obviously, in such events, the 
underway replenishment group (URG) need to be kept away from the forward edge 
of battle area, thus requiring ships to transit to a safe replenishment area - again 
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using fuel. No doubt there are plans for “commercial arrangements” to take care of 
these contingencies. 

It is a pity that consideration was not given to converting two support ships – not Fort
George which was scrapped along with Ark Royal in 2010/11 - into dedicated air
stores and aircraft munitions ships, which would have added extra units to solids
support. These ships were originally designed as ONE STOP support for the Type
23s, where they would service the frigate’s helicopters, and supply fuel, victuals and
munitions to the frigates as required. As one stops, they do not carry sufficient fuel
for carrier support, and as relatively young hulls, modifying them as described and
deleting their fuel capacity - they are single-hulled ships - would have made sense.
All current RFAs are 18/22 knot ships, which allows the URGs to have a speed of
advance of 432 nautical miles daily.

STRATEGIC SEALIFT RoRo VESSELS: POINT CLASS. These important 18 knot
ships are not RFAs, but are operated by Foreland Shipping under a PFI which was
signed in mid-2002, and runs until 31 December 2024. The ships are part of the
Defence Logistics Organisation. Originally a class of six, two were sold in 2012 [the
decision to dispose was taken in 2011] as surplus to requirements. This decision
was unannounced at the time, probably in the hope that no-one would notice and
only became public knowledge in 2014. As a reduction in mobile “lift” it is both
regrettable and short-sighted.

CONCLUSIONS: THE REALITY AS OPPOSED TO THE ASPIRATIONS AND
PRETENCE

The Royal Navy, now at its smallest for decades, has suffered from drastic cuts in
numbers because of monetary cuts, but has also been the victim of bizarre industrial
policy which, with various government’s blessings over two decades, has resulted in
the creation of a single, large corporation responsible for all naval surface ship and
submarine construction. The company also enjoys “a terms of business
arrangement” that ensures payment over its life, even if there is no work. As has
been noted, the Parker Report has commented on the unsatisfactory nature of this
situation, and it is clear that over the last two decades, ships and submarines have
taken too long to design, too long to build [often because of political interference],
and have been, and continue to be, vastly over-priced. 

One only should look at the comparative cost of the Danish Iver Huitfeldt class
frigate [138.7m loa: 6645 tonnes] and the Type 26 Global Combat Ship [149.9m loa:
8,000 tonnes] to discover that the Danish vessel is almost a quarter of the price of
the British ship11.  The 5,000 redundancies forced upon the service in SDSR2010
have hollowed out the service leaving the strength at circa 29,500 people, not
enough to man the fleet, and lessening its strength and resilience. This in turn has
led to many of the brightest and best leaving the service for pastures new, when the
navy can least afford them to do so, and has resulted in ships deploying with billets
gapped. Cuts in the supply and spares inventories has also seen ships putting to sea
without important equipment, ammunition and spares. To cut the logistic tail, will, as
has been seen throughout history, lead to disaster, as battles are often lost through
want of stores of all kinds.

11 Cost in USD: Source: Wikipedia: $325m as compared to $1,250m.
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The undeniable - for governments the unpalatable – truth, is that despite having,
allegedly, the fifth largest defence budget in the World, the UK needs to spend more
on defence. Nineteen destroyers and frigates simply cannot undertake the routine
tasks required of the RN, never mind engage in combat with sophisticated enemies,
as may well be required. Potential adversaries are not misled by MOD spin or banal
press releases; they see the reality and react as they see appropriate. It is agreed
that a state must fight with what it possesses on day one. That has been the case
since the 70s, and is not going to change. Both senior naval officers and the MOD
have accepted that there can be no plans made to take care of attrition losses, and it
is therefore obvious that the RN could not sustain a lengthy campaign in which it was
expected to sustain ship losses. No matter how powerful, once a ship is sunk, it has
gone. A carrier group will require two air defence destroyers and two anti-submarine
frigates, plus a nuclear attack submarine. Such a group will need the support of an
URG of at least on fast fleet tanker, and one solid support ship carrying ammunition,
food, stores and air stores. Bear in mind that the tanker does not have unlimited
supplies of fuel. A Wave class fast fleet tankers carry 16,900 tonnes of fuel on a
displacement of 31,500 tonnes full load, hence the importance of support tankers to
top-up the Tide and Wave class fleet tankers. With only three solid support ships,
logistic solid support will be very tight, and their vulnerability will be exposed in any
combat situation, as they simply could not afford to be lost. As the carriers will have
no on-board aircraft to deliver spares,12 all spare F-35 engines must be carried on
board. It will not be until the new Solid Support Ships are in service, circa mid-2020,
that the RFAs new Heavy Replenishment at Sea [HRAS] rig will be available. These
ships will be fitted with % tonne capable HRAS rigs, which can cope with the 4.3
tonne of engine and container. These are just examples; however, they illustrate how
important the logistics train is to naval operations.

To put this into perspective, it is instructive to examine Operation Corporate, the
campaign to re-take the Falkland Islands in 1982 when 10 RFA tankers, supported
by numerous commercial tankers taken up from trade {STUFT] were involved. This
number comprised of 4 fast fleet tankers, I small fleet tanker, and 5 support tankers,
all of which were fitted with RAS gear, thus allowing the support oliers to top-up the
fleet tankers if required. Solids, food and munitions were covered by two modern
stores ships and two dedicated ammunition ships, a type no longer in service with
the RFA. No less than 23 destroyers and frigates were involved, of which 2 frigates
and 2 destroyers were lost to enemy action, and a further 2 destroyers and 2 frigates
were so badly damaged that they withdrew from the conflict. Had there been no
forward repair support [MV Stena Seaspread and MV Stena Inspector (later RFA
Diligence which was purchased in 1983)], at least two other surface ships would
likely have been lost. Sub-surface forces numbered 5 SSNs and one conventional
SSK.

If it is agreed that current procurement along with government induced delays are
largely responsible for the scandalous waste of money, then some continuing
decisions taken by MOD must be included too. An example is £81m spent on
refitting HMS Ocean and RFA Diligence – the latter accounted for £16m wasted. If
Ocean had been retained until 2024, this would make sense; as it is, she is paying
off for disposal in 2018. Diligence is, as already outlined, laid-up and for sale.

CONCLUSION ON NUMBERS AND FUNDING

12 The MOD stated recently that it had no interest in acquiring tilt rotor Bell-Boeing MV-22 Osprey 
aircraft, which could have been used by QE class carriers in the COD mode. Written Answer: Nov 
2016].
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The available funds therefore need to be spent with an immediate recognition that
they must give value for money. There is no question that the 'Parker Report' is
correct in identifying enormous waste resulting from current practices in both the
MOD, and in the way ships and submarines are currently procured. It is also
recognised that competition needs to be introduced, and that real effort is required
from industry to produce surface ships with export potential. Sir John also draws
attention to the fact that, in the case of support ships, new build is not always the
best answer. As an example, the MOD could acquire 4 “handy size” commercial
tankers for conversion to support tankers, as was the case with RFA Leaf class
STAT 32s [1979/83]. These could either be purchased outright, or bare boat
chartered, as was the case with 7 earlier Leaf class in the late 50s. 

That coupled with a modest increase in funding could see a frigate force increased to
10 GP frigates, built on time to an unchangeable specification designed with export
potential in mind (the Type 31e), and with a tight grip on costs to ensure these ships,
which, as Sir John Parker states, are urgently needed within the fleet, might be
delivered to the RN on time.

Much speculation has been recently engendered in the press on SSN availability. As
usual, much of it is uninformed guess work, spurred on by the ridiculous paranoia
about the whereabouts of submarines. The MOD must be aware that one can sail up
the Gareloch, or Devonport waterfront beyond the Torpoint ferry and see
submarines. RN boats have regularly been photographed at H M Naval Base [Clyde]
and in and around Plymouth, as well as at Gibraltar and Souda Bay in Crete.
Everyone also recognises that once they have sailed and submerge...well, they are
gone!                                                                                    

What is undeniable is that SSN availability is hampered by the slow production rate
of the Astute class, and this is the direct result of various governments intervening
and delaying the Astute build programme. Because of this, the 'T' class boats have
been run on well beyond their planned out of service dates, with the inevitable
consequences of running elderly and complex vessels.  HMS Torbay decommissions
this year, when she will have been in service for thirty-one years, and HMS Talent is
in her re-validation refit in Devonport, leaving HMS Triumph and HMS Trenchant –
still to emerge from refit - operational. HMS Astute has recently completed refitting at
Faslane, HMS Ambush is still undergoing repairs after her surfacing under a tanker
while conducting the “Perisher” in the waters near Gibraltar, and HMS Artful, with the
Chalfont dry deck shelter used for swimmer delivery vehicles embarked, was at
Faslane in early February. Boat 4, HMS Audacious, is still at Barrow. It makes more
sense, rather than spend more money on the 'T' boats, that the construction of the
remaining 'A' class is accelerated, as current build time is circa nine years. If this was
done, then it would be prudent to build another two boats before serious work
commences on the Dreadnought SSBNs.

Finally, a word about personnel. Recruiting posters and booklets used to describe
RN people as “the greatest single factor”. SDSR 2010 undermined this boast by
creating hundreds of redundancies, which must now be reversed. Which would
mean recruiting about 4,500 more people. In some quarters there has been
speculation about the quality of RN personnel; this author believes that those of us
not currently serving can, or has the right to, comment on this. However, if serving
people do not feel valued, and do not trust their superiors and political masters to
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support them, the brightest and best will become disillusioned and leave. All good
employers know and recognise this fact.

DAVID C GRAHAM

20 FEBRUARY 2017            
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